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We use a benchtop NMR technique to monitor entangled polymer melt dynamics over 5 decades in time

covering regimes II–IV of the tube model. We confirm the familiar molar mass scaling exponents of the

regime transitions, but we observe a mass-dependent time scaling exponent describing segmental

fluctuations in the constrained-Rouse regime II up to high molecular weights. Local chain motions are

thus governed by modes that are much less restricted than predicted by the tube model. Diluting

protonated chains in deuterated invisible matrix chains, we prove that the exponent is determined by

the matrix molecular weight, suggesting constraint-release effects as the origin.
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The tube model of polymer dynamics [1] provides a
molecular rationale of the fascinating mechanical behavior
of long-chain polymer melts. It combines a bead-spring
(Rouse) model for unentangled chains with de Gennes’
reptation model [2], which assumes a snakelike large-scale
motion along a confining tube, thus explaining transient
elasticity and long-term flow. However, the simple fixed-
tube model is insufficient for the quantitative description of
rheological data, and ongoing discussions consider dynam-
ics of the tube itself, caused by contour-length fluctuations
(CLF), arising from chain-end motions of the test chain, or
constraint release (CR), arising from matrix chain motions
[3–5]. Microscopic, atomic-scale experiments focusing on
the Doi-Edwards regimes II–IV (constrained Rouse, repta-
tion, and terminal diffusion) are the only way to crucially
test the fundamental model assumptions, and dielectric [6],
neutron spin-echo (NSE) [7] and various NMR spectros-
copy techniques [8–15] have been applied for that purpose.

Information on detailed characteristics of the chain mo-
tion below and above the Rouse time �R and on the validity
of the fixed-tube reptation picture in well-entangled melts
still remains scarce. This work demonstrates the quantita-
tive molecular observation of the scaling laws in regimes II
and III, and the measurement of the Rouse time �R and the
disentanglement time �d in long-chain melts. We observe
characteristic deviations from the tube-model predictions
up to high molecular weights, and show that CR processes
are responsible for modified chain modes faster than actual
reptation. Our results extend previous observations of the
segmental mean-squared displacement h�r2i by NSE spec-
troscopy [7] and diffusion NMR [8–11], where the limited
dynamic range and immaterial spin diffusion [11], respec-
tively, pose challenges to the study of well-entangled bulk
systems. We use 1H multiple-quantum (MQ) NMR
[12,16], which measures segmental dynamics in terms of
an orientation autocorrelation function of the second
Legendre polynomial CðtÞ ¼ hP2ð cos�ðtÞÞP2ð cos�ð0ÞÞi,
where � is the segmental orientation relative to the external

magnetic field. While the tube model predicts power laws

for h�r2i following t1=4, t1=2, and t1 in regimes II to IV,CðtÞ
as derived by Ball et al. [17] should exhibit exponents
�1=4 and�1=2 below (II) and above �R (III), respectively.
Regime III is further characterized by a smooth downturn
in a log-log plot, starting with a slope of �1=2 and reach-
ing �3=2 at t ¼ �d, followed by complete loss of correla-
tion in regime IV.
Many NMR relaxation techniques are sensitive to CðtÞ,

and an advantage is the sensitivity to molecular rotations
over many decades in time, such that also slow processes
not involving significant displacement can be studied. This
offers unique possibilities for the investigation of dynamics
in complex topologies such as branched structures or
brushes. NMR T1 relaxation dispersion experiments by
field cycling have recently gained momentum [13–15]. In
a recent paper, Herrmann et al. [15] demonstrated the
measurement of CðtÞ for linear poly(butadiene), PB, over
8 decades in time, starting with the � processes in a
‘‘regime 0,’’ and covering the transition from the free
Rouse regime I to entangled dynamics, but observing
only a regime-II exponent of �1=2 rather than �1=4 at
the highest molar mass M of 18 kDa.
In contrast to the mentioned relaxation methods, MQ

NMR is based on fundamentally different principles, mea-
suring a time integral of correlated dipolar couplings, thus
CðtÞ, directly and model free in the time domain [12] rather
than deriving it from a spectral density, which has to be
known for all frequencies in order to obtain CðtÞ as its
Fourier transform. We improved upon the magic-angle
spinning method of Graf et al. [12], which is subject to
systematic errors related to an ill-defined absolute intensity
and the impossibility to realize sufficiently short evolution
times. A simple static version [16], robust enough for a
benchtop spectrometer, provides a smooth and artifact-free
measure of CðtÞ.
The major observable is a normalized intensity buildup

related to double-quantum (DQ) coherences, InDQð�DQÞ,
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measured as a function of the pulse sequence time �DQ on a

scale relative to full magnetization of entangled seg-
ments. It depends on the magnitude of the temperature-
(thus time-) dependent apparent residual dipolar coupling,
Dres, which arises from anisotropic fluctuations of the
monomer-fixed dipole-dipole coupling tensors. The data
analysis involves the subtraction of a temperature-
dependent, well-separated slowly decaying signal fraction
[16], which in a linear melt is related to unentangled,
isotropically moving chain ends. It arises from CLF effects
[18] and contributes to a decrease in elasticity by diluting
the entangled fraction. In the short-�DQ limit, the

InDQð�DQÞ associated with entangled center segments was

shown to be directly related to Cðt > �eÞ ¼ Cð�eÞ�
Ceðt > �eÞ [12],

InDQð�DQ > �eÞ ¼ AS2e�
2
DQCeð�DQÞ / D2

res�
2
DQ; (1)

where Se ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cð�eÞ
p � 3=5Ne is the entanglement-induced

dynamic order parameter describing the local orientation
of segments, depending on the number of statistical (Kuhn)
segments in an entangled unit Ne.

We study monodisperse PB (-H and -sec-butyl termina-
tion, PD � 1:05, about 54% cis, 41% trans, and 5% vinyl
units, purchased at PSS, Mainz, Germany), referred to as
PBx where x is the molecular weight in Da. We note the
number of entangled units Z ¼ M=Me, with Me ¼
1:85 kDA [19]. The sample data for the highest M sample
PB2000k in Fig. 1(a) demonstrate the effect of regime-II
motion: Cð�DQÞ is progressively reduced at higher tem-

peratures, delaying the buildup. At 243 K and below, local
order is too large and the intensities become challenged by
signal loss related to limitations posed by the pulse se-
quence, rendering the long-time data noisy. The curve for
303 K has the best signal-to-noise and still reaches a high
level of intensity, not far from the expected plateau value of
0.5. The plateau value is in fact realized for networks, i.e.,
without reptation.

Only the absolute-value of Cð�DQÞ ¼ Dresk=Dstat is

model dependent, as it depends on a quasistatic reference
value Dstat=k ( � 8:1 kHz for cis-PB) defined by the
monomer-specific spin system and a realistic model for
fast subsegmental dynamics [20]. Dres for a cis unit is
obtained from a two-parameter fit according to [16]

InDQ ¼ expf�2�DQ=T
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reflecting equal contents of cis and trans units, which differ
in Dres by a factor of about 2 [12]. With Dres ¼ 100�
30 Hz [dashed line in Fig. 1(a)], we obtain Cð�DQ �
1 msÞ � 0:000 15, fixing A in Eq. (1). Anticipating the
results below, this translates into Cð�eÞ � 2� 10�3, there-
fore Se � 4:5%, and Ne � 13. This is in reasonable agree-
ment with the literature value of 17 [19], supporting the

model for Dstat=k for which an uncertainty of �40% is
realistic [20]. Much larger errors related to their intensity
reference were probably the reason for the unexpectedly
high local order reported in Ref. [12], which was subject to
many controversial discussions.
In order to construct Cðt=�eÞ / InDQð�DQÞ=�2DQ, we per-

form time-temperature superposition (TTS) using the
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Normalized DQ buildup curves of
PB2000k at three different temperatures, on a scale relative to
the total signal of entangled segments, taken on a Bruker
minispec mq20 low-field spectrometer. Dashed line: fit to de-
termine the absolute value of CðtÞ, see text. Solid lines: Power
laws ��2DQCð�DQÞ � �1:71DQ , demonstrating the validity range of

Eq. (1). (b) Selected correlation functions Cðt=�eÞ measured in
this work, combined with field-cycling NMR data from Ref. [15]
covering the lower time range, with no relative shifts applied.
The dashed lines indicate the time limits for complementary
NSE spectroscopy in the studied temperature interval.
(c) Cðt=�eÞ for three samples, with fits used to extract �R, �d,
and the scaling exponent �. Dashed lines are the offset fits for
PB87k with indicated regime transitions.
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T dependence of the friction coefficient �ðTÞ [21].
Obviously, the initial-rise approximation represented by
Eq. (1) is valid only for intensities InDQ � 10% [see dotted

line in Fig. 1(a)], which means that only the early part of
the curves can be used. By combining data taken at differ-
ent �DQ and temperatures, the envelope CðtÞ is easily

obtained. All time scales are referenced to �eðTÞ �
�ðTÞN2

eb
2=kT � �sðTÞN2

e [1] with b � 1 nm [19].
In Fig. 1(b), our data are first compared with the pre-

viously published field-cycling results of Rössler and co-
workers [15]. The agreement and mutual complementarity
of the two methods is near perfect, constituting a molecular
measure of the chain dynamics over more than 10 effective
decades. Current computer simulations cover roughly the
same time range as is accessible by field cycling NMR, and
good agreement between experimental and simulated CðtÞ
could be reported [15,22]. MQ NMR picks up where field-
cycling NMR experiences problems due to the difficult
measurement of T1 at low magnetic fields, at which earth
and stray field compensation is an issue. We emphasize that
this is an absolute-value comparison along both axes. Only
the scale of the x axes was matched; they are both refer-
enced to �s � 13��, with the factor arising from a simple
comparison of respective literature data [21,23].

Field-cycling NMR further covers the same time range
as NSE, making these methods perfectly complementary.
A joint analysis should provide more information on the
initial regimes, where for instance, Rössler et al. interpret
the slope of�0:85 in regime I in terms of a limited number
of possible Rouse modes in an entangled chain section
[15]. However, different intra- and intermolecular contri-
butions to T1 may also be relevant [14]. Recent theoretical
work actually supports that topological constraints even
modify the very local chain dynamics [24]. Further, it is
still not clear how �s and �� are related, posing the ques-
tion of the size and the properties of the ‘‘Rouse unit’’
[13,25]. Low-field NMR now complements both methods
towards a time range well into regime IV.

In Fig. 1(c), sample data are shown in a log-log repre-
sentation, along with fits to locate the crossover times �R
and �d, using a fit with two connected straight lines of fixed
slope for the former, and the analytical result of Ball et al.
[17] for the latter. The good fitting quality confirms the
validity of this theory in regimes III and IV, which has not
been put to a direct test before. Importantly, above �e we
identify an extended regime II with a constant slope � char-
acterizing the flattest region of CðtÞ. It is constant over
decades in time, as confirmed by derivative analysis, and is
reliably determined independently of �R. The M depen-
dence of � represents the major finding of this work, with a
value of 1=2 for a chain as long as Z � 10, and never
reaching the predicted value of 1=4 within our M range.

Results of the fits are compiled in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
where the error bars indicate the confidence intervals given
by the least-squares fitting routine. Within our error mar-
gin, the molecular weight dependence of �R agrees with the

tube-model prediction, while the scaling for �d displays the
well-documented M3:4 dependence that is commonly ob-
served for the melt viscosity or the terminal relaxation time
from rheological experiments [26], as long as the chain
length is below Z � 200. The þ0:4 deviation from the
ideal (fixed-tube) reptation scaling has been attributed to
CR effects for the special case of dielectric experiments on
poly(isoprene) probe chains in miscible blends with PB
matrix chains [6], but the relevance of either CR or CLF
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) M dependence of �R and �d, and
(b) the regime-II (constrained-Rouse) scaling exponent �. Raw
data from field-cycling NMR [15], solid symbols, was reana-
lyzed using our fitting procedures. The dotted line for � is merely
a guide to the eye, demonstrating a very protracted approach of a
value larger than the tube-model prediction of 1=4. The critical
molecular weights Mc for entanglement effects on viscosity, and
Mrept above which viscosity scales according to the reptation

model, ��M3 [26], are indicated. (c) Cðt=�eÞ for PB55k
diluted to 15 wt.% in different deuterated PBs. The respective
exponents � plotted as triangles in (b) are demonstrated to be
dependent on the matrix chains, indicated by arrows. The pure
PB reference data were multiplied by 0.75 to account for lower
overall values due to missing interchain dipolar couplings. The
factor was determined for PB196k diluted in the same deuterated
M, which only lead to a vertical shift of the whole Cðt=�eÞ
without changes in its shape.
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effects on the terminal relaxation in a homopolymer melt is
the subject of ongoing discussion [4,5,26]. We take the
observed �R and �d scalings with M as a confirmation of
the validity of TTS, yet we note that a consistent �ðTÞ can
also be obtained directly from the initial InDQð�DQÞ at fixed
T. Details on our data analysis will be published shortly.

The M dependence of the regime-II scaling exponent �
reflects deviations from the picture of a fixed-tube con-
straining nonglobal chain motion (slower Rouse modes)
before reptation sets in. BelowMc we consistently observe
a merging of � into the range typical for regime I. At high
M, where � is still measured accurately and transitions to
regimes III and IV cannot even be reached due to sample
degradation at high temperature, we notice a smooth tran-
sition to values approaching but not quite reaching the
prediction of 1=4, thus indicating that a static tube con-
straint is hardly realized. These findings do not appear
compatible with current single-chain mode based theories,
highlighting, in particular, the limitations of the fixed-tube
reptation model. Our regime assignments must therefore be
considered preliminary and subject to a refined analysis.
We note that our lowest � value of 0.29 is close to the
limiting exponent 9=29 ¼ 0:281 for the time scaling of
h�r2i predicted by polymer mode coupling theory [27].
However, it remains to be shown whether the return-to-
origin arguments used in Refs. [2,17], which convert the

tube-model prediction h�r2i � t1=4 into the intuitive in-

verse CðtÞ � t�1=4 law, are also applicable in this case.
Irrespective of the validity of different entanglement

theories, we can directly prove the major influence of CR
effects by studying mixtures with 2H-labeled components
in analogy to previous investigations [6,7], where changes
in the dynamics of dilute probe chains were observed by
changing the length of invisible matrix chains. In Fig. 2(c),
we show correlation functions for PB55k diluted in a
lower-M and a higher-M matrix, and the results also plot-
ted in Fig. 2(b) immediately demonstrate that � of the
probe chain corresponds to that of the pure matrix chains.
As to the overall changes in Cðt=�eÞ, we find that the only
significant effect of the higher-M matrix is the change in �,
while CR in a lower-M matrix slaves the terminal dynam-
ics of the probe chain and changes the shape of Cðt=�eÞ
completely. Our results complement recent NSE experi-
ments probing regime 0–II motions, where significant CR
effects could only be studied by diluting longer chains in a
lowly entangled matrix [7].

In summary, we have established the robust measure-
ment of the orientation autocorrelation function CðtÞ as a
direct probe of entangled chain dynamics, revealing limi-
tations of the tube model. Focusing on CðtÞ alongside the
common prediction of dynamic structure factors, future
theory work will be aided by our results in identifying
proper models for entanglement constraints that can cor-
rectly reflect our data. Ongoing work is dedicated to a
study of regime transition times for different probe chains
in even longer matrices, where we expect further evidence

on the origin of theM scaling of �d in homopolymer melts.
Additional insights will arise from MQ NMR experiments
on 2H-1H-2H pseudotriblock copolymers, suppressing sig-
nals from chain-end sections, clarifying possible changes
in CðtÞ along the chain.
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